INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is a new concept of intelligent algorithm. Its central idea is all the physical computing nodes connected together on the Internet, so as to share the resource and unified manage. In the coming era of big data, the data have been divided and distributed to different places for the unified management, dynamic resource distribution and heterogeneous, so the task scheduling strategy will become more difficult and changeable. Therefore, optimizing dynamic resource scheduling and improving the utilization rate of physical resources is very important. [1] [2] .
Cloud resource scheduling is a complex combinatorial optimization problem, which greatly increased complexity of the solving space with a large number of network resources fusion, meanwhile the on-demand distribution increased the difficulty of the cloud resources dynamic scheduling, so that the traditional scheduling algorithm, such as FIFO and fair scheduling, has been gradually replaced by the emerging heuristic intelligent method because of the high time complexity. Scholars at home and abroad have some researches for the cloud computing resource scheduling. The paper [3] proposed an improved ACO algorithm to reduce the execution time and balance the nodes with considering the node's computing ability, network bandwidth and other factors. The paper [4] research the combination model about task and energy, so as to optimize the cloud platform to reduce the power consumption and improve the utilization rate of resources. The paper [5] proposes a dynamic resource allocation strategy, which considers the start time and destruction time of the task, and predicts its calculation ability. The above inspired us to think about the cloud resource scheduling problem. This paper mainly researches the new heuristic intelligent algorithm to design reliable cloud resource scheduling model to reduce the execution time and resource consumption. Its main idea is optimize the ACO algorithm, which is easy to fall into local optimum, to combine with the interference mechanism of harmony search algorithm, so as to use the pheromone mechanism of ACO algorithm to accelerate the harmony search algorithm for optimal route search and strengthen the global search optimization ability. Finally, the simulation experiment shows that the proposed algorithm is perform better on the efficiency and power consumption.
CORRELATION ALGORITHM AND ITS PRINCIPLE

Ant colony algorithm
Ant colony algorithm (ACO) is one of intelligent algorithms for optimal solution of population evolution-
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Keywords: resource optimizing; cloud computing; ant colony optimization algorithm; harmony search algorithm; scheduling *Corresponding author: mhqian@yeah.net ary in the graph search. Ants will decide the future direction through learning the history information in search of food on the road. The selection probability of the direction is proportional to the concentration of the pheromone in this direction. Therefore, the optimization of ants foraging behavior actually formed a positive feedback phenomenon of information optimization: more the ants choose the direction, the direction has more learning information, and the next ant is more likely to choose this direction. Among the ants, they can seek out the optimal foraging route through exchange their information [6] [7] . Compared with other heuristic algorithms, ACO has the outstanding ability in parallelism, robustness and is easy to implement. But ACO's time complexity is high, and it will easy to get the local optimal solution.
Harmony search
Harmony search algorithm (HS) is a search algorithm for the optimization of combination problem. HS algorithm has learned the characteristics of group search of Particle Swarm Algorithm and the characteristics of genetic evolution of Genetic Algorithm. Meanwhile HS, is mainly used to solve the multi-objective combinatorial optimization problems, and also has the lower time complexity and the better global search optimization ability [8] [9] .
HS algorithm simulates the principle of musical performance, makes out the tone into a state of harmony and wonderful by adjusting each music timbre. The core idea of HS algorithm is as follows:
1) Basic parameters. The number of variables (Musical Instrument) as m and the corresponding value range (the pitch range); Harmony memory as HM and the Harmonic number as M (the value of M should smaller than the total feasible solution); the retention probability to the new interpretation Rstay which generated from the component solution preservation of HM; the maximum number of iterations (terminating condition of the loop).
2) Initialization of HS's HM, and randomly generated M initial solutions.
3 Step 1: Retain part of the solution components in a certain probability, namely the new X i new generated from the i components of the HM solution set.
Step 2: The i component of solution randomly generated the solutions outside the range of HM in a certain probability.
Step 3: Interfere the solution components which generated by the above two steps and randomly generated a new component of solution from the solution space.
4) Memory update. A next generation can replace the worst solution of HM when it is better.
5) The algorithm will loop continuously in 3) and 4) until the convergence condition is satisfied or it has reached the maximum number of iterations. Finally, it will generate an optimal solution.
AOE topological structure and related definitions
A task can be composed of several sub units. AOE topology network is a topological order sequence which has the precedence constraints between the execution units. In the AOE topology network, when the vertices representing an event has completed, the arc representing an activity and starting from this vertices will be started; when the arc, the end point to the vertices, has finished, this vertex can be started. Because the activities can run in parallel in the AOE topology network, the shortest running time of tasks is the maximum span of the path from the starting point to the end point (the maximum of each activity path's continuous operation time). The path is the maximum span called the critical path, and the activity node called the key activities. The length of the critical path is the shortest scheduling time of the whole project, so accelerating the completion of activities is the key to speed up the progress of the project and shorten the construction period. As shown in Figure 1 , in the network of AOE, arc represents the constraint relationship between the execution units. If there is an arc which is start from node i to node j, node i is the precursor node to node j (activities i start before the activity j). In this paper, the task scheduling of the cloud computing platform can be decomposed into three steps: project analysis, resource monitoring, and task scheduling, as shown in Figure 2 . Firstly, the project is decomposed into multiple tasks which have the prece-dence constraints according to the AOE, and then resource monitoring module feedback some information of resources through analyzing the usage of resource and the constraints relationship of each task. Finally, the task will be allocated to the resource nodes and enter to the task queue of the corresponding node.
The cloud resource scheduling model consists of n tasks and m resource nodes. The specific features of this scheduling model can be described as follows: Definition 1: the task set T = (t 1 , t 2 ,…, t n ) as n subtask with precedence constraints which is decomposed by the engineering. R = (r 1 , r 2 ,…, r m ) as m resource nodes in the network, and each node is responsible for running the task which in its queue. PET(i, j) represents the consumption time of sub-task i running in the resource node j. RCT(r) represents the power consumption per unit time of the resource r.
Definition 2: The execution time of sub task is set
W(k, j) represents the consumption time of sub-task k running in the resource node j; num represents the sub-task k's sequence number in the resource node's queue. The total time of AOE network to complete the task for all is set as Ttotal 
Then, the total cost of all tasks is set as Ctotal 
Definition 5: this paper used the average weighted method to optimize the result and unified analysis. Combined with the formula (2) (3) (5) can be obtained the fitness function:
α, β, and γ represent the weight coefficient of Ttotal, Tavl and Ctotal respectively, and it must satisfy with α+β+γ=1.
THE TASK SCHEDULING BASED ON ACO-HS SEARCH
ACO-HS optimization policy
The ACO algorithm has the advantage of parallel and robust in solving large-scale combinatorial optimization problem, corresponding with the parallel characteristics of AOE network. However, this algorithm also has some shortcomings: (1) pheromone is the key point of the ACO algorithm of the optimal path, so how to improve the pheromone update strategy is the key point to improve the efficiency. (2) ACO algorithm often retains the pheromone in quality path during the iteration process, which will reduce the population diversity and lead to premature convergence easily. In order to solve this problem, the ACO algorithm is improved by introducing the HS algorithm, whose time complexity is low, and it can be improved the diversity of ACO algorithm by the random generation mechanisms and interference strategies, meanwhile it also effectively alleviate the problem of slow convergence speed of ACO algorithm and improves the global search ability by combining the health preserving method of the ACO algorithm's pheromone mechanism with the optimal reservation method of HS algorithm, so that it will generate a new solution from a continuously updated preferred solution set. Firstly, the ACO-HS algorithm integrates the pheromone strategy of the ACO algorithm into the probability calculation of the variables to be selected in HS algorithm. When the pheromone of is bigger, the probability to be selected is bigger. Meanwhile, part of the high information of solution components will be retained, and other solutions will be randomly generated from its domain according to the distribution of the pheromone. Finally, it will transform the obtained optimal solution to the pheromone update algorithm for further iteration and update the global pheromone.
At the time t, the probability of the task will be assigned to resource nodes as follows.
τij is the pheromone concentration of the ant leave in the ij path, and the pheromone update methods are as follow:
α ,At time t, the ant select the task i and resource j F 0,
α is the pheromone coefficient; F is used the formula (6) to calculate; β is the pheromone decay factor; τij (t) represents the increment of pheromone which the ant has been left in the choice of the direction about task i and resources j in time t.
The information pheromone updating method use the preferential retention strategies of the HS algorithm which make the new solution achieve the best through continuously change among the optimum solution, so it can not only speed up the local search, but also improve the performance of global search, which embodies the combination of local search and global search and effectively avoid being trapped in local optimum.
The description of the algorithm
The algorithm is described as follows:
Step 1: Argument Initialization. Set the number of tasks, resource nodes, and the initial value of pheromone. Step 2: Memory formation. Calculate the retention probability of each variable according to formula (7) about the ACO algorithm information element mechanism, namely the preservation of historic pheromone is higher, the variable will have more likely to be reserved.
Step 3: Use the last retention probability to generate a new solution set according to the HS algorithm, the new solutions can replace the last worst solution if it is better.
Step 4: Computing a new round of node information element by using the last optimal solution set, and updating the global pheromone.
Step 5: If the result satisfies with the expected value or reached the maximum count of iterations, the algorithm will terminate, and the final optimal solution set is the optimal scheme for the resource scheduling. Otherwise return Step2.
The flow chart of the ACO-HS model as shown in Figure 3 : 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To verify the proposed algorithm, this paper makes the ACO-HS simulated experiments on the CloudSim software, meanwhile it will be compared with the ACO algorithm and HS algorithm in convergence performance and resource consumption. The parameter settings are as follows, 10 nodes, 20 ants, maximum iteration number is 100. Pheromone evaporation coefficient β=0.2. Table 1 and Figure  4 . If the number of tasks is fewer, ACO-HS model have no obvious difference with others; when the number of tasks gradually increases, the running time of ACO algorithm and HS algorithm grows rapidly. On the contrary, the ACO-HS algorithm grows slowly and its convergence speed outperforms much better than the ACO algorithm and HS algorithm.
Experiment 2: When the number of tasks and resources are the same, compare the energy consumption changes of ACO-HS model compare with that of ACO algorithm and HS algorithm, and the results are shown in Table 2 and Figure 5 . If the number of tasks is fewer, the three algorithms have no obvious difference; when the number of tasks increases, the energy cost of ACO-HS algorithm is obviously less than the ACO algorithm and HS algorithm. Table 2 . The relationship between the count of tasks and energy cost.
The energy cost /J The count of tasks ACO-HS  ACO  HS  10  2223  2314  2291  15  5367  6045  5934  20  9019  10198  9998  25  10421  13087  12739  30  11996  16374  15896  35  17213  22183  21735  40  23971  33119  32331   10  15  20  25  30  35 We know that the ACO-HS algorithm is better than the ACO algorithm and HS algorithm on the running time and the energy consumption through the contrast experiment, and it will perform better with the increase of the number of tasks. This is because the random disturbance strategy of HS algorithm increases the diversity of algorithm when it generates a new solution at each iteration. Moreover the pheromone mechanism of ACO algorithm is combined with the optimal reserved strategy of HS algorithm, which generated a new solution from a constantly updated preferred solution set, so as to improve the searching speed and speed up the convergence rate
CONCLUSIONS
In order to overcome the shortcoming about premature convergence of ACO algorithm which is easy to fall into local optimum, this paper put forward the cloud resource scheduling model ACO-HS, which improves ACO algorithm to take the tasks more quickly to find the appropriate resource node from the point of the operation time and energy consumption on the global search and convergence speed. The simulation results show that ACO-HS effectively accelerates the convergence time of scheduling, and improves the utilization of system resources. The next step, we will improve the efficiency of the algorithm from the other direction, and apply the ACO-HS model to the reality.
